
THE BREAK THROUGH OF JACKIE ROBINSON IN AMERICAN BASEBALL

Chadwick Boseman stars as baseball's Jackie Robinson.

As in most of the country at that time, Jim Crow rules prevailed in Pasadena. But the most frequently used
descriptor is probably aggressive. Jackie's athletic talent became evident at an early age. Rickey wanted a
black player who would show restraint at all times. Although most of the press supported Robinson, some
newspapers were opposed. In that now-legendary meeting, Rickey extracted a promise that Jackie would hold
his sharp tongue and quick fists in exchange for the opportunity to break Organized Baseball's color barrier.
Robinson knew that his presence on the playing field would cause resentment. He jostled him in imaginary
hotel lobbies, railroad stations. Red Devils. Robinson soon became a hero of the sport, even among former
critics, and was the subject of the popular song, "Did You See Jackie Robinson Hit That Ball? He lost the
weight during training camp, but dieting left him weak at the plate. All will be suspended and I don't care if it
wrecks the National League for five years. He created havoc by taking impossibly long leads, jockeying back
and forth, and threatening to steal on every pitch. Although the Army's initial July guidelines for OCS had
been drafted as race neutral, few black applicants were admitted into OCS until after subsequent directives by
Army leadership. Jerry Robinson deserted the family six months after Jackie was born. His lifetime batting
average was a solid. However, he never saw combat. Tension surrounding his first game was defused by a
series of preseason exhibition contests against the Yankees in New York, and Jackie's Opening Day debut
against the Braves was actually somewhat anticlimactic. Many whites and nearly all blacks applauded the
move and said it was long overdue. He was the most dangerous base runner since Ty Cobb, embarrassing and
intimidating the opposition into beating themselves with mental and physical errors. In the mids, Branch
Rickey , club president and general manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers , began to scout the Negro leagues for a
possible addition to the Dodgers' roster. Jackie Robinson When Robinson traveled to New York City for the
meeting he was unaware that he was going to be asked to become the first Black player in major league
baseball. But the Dodgers had a young black second baseman in their system, Jim Gilliam, who was ready for
the big time. In much of the country, blacks and whites lived in separate areas and went to separate schools.
But a large number of whites, including many major league baseball players, objected to his presence.
Shatzkin, Mike, and Jim Charlton. John Crosby, Syracuse Herald, November 12,  O'Malley was quoted in the
Montreal Standard as saying, "Jackie told me that he would be both delighted and honored to tackle this
managerial post"â€”although reports differed as to whether a position was ever formally offered. New York:
Penguin Books,  Tens of thousands lined the streets of Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant to watch the passage
of his mile-long funeral procession. He was inducted along with former Cleveland pitching great Bob Feller,
who had once predicted that Jackie's "football shoulders" would keep him from hitting big-league pitching. I
want to win that game, so I go into you spikes first, but you don't give ground. Though not a smooth glove
man in the classic sense, he was sure-handed and possessed good range and instincts. Jackie Robinson This
article was written by Rick Swaine Jackie Robinson is perhaps the most historically significant baseball player
ever, ranking with Babe Ruth in terms of his impact on the national pastime.


